on the plantations of the Deli region, where Dutch tobacco companies encouraged European liaisons with Javanese women to initiate subalterns into the local languages and customs of a booming frontier economy (2002, (27) (28) (29) .
In all these cases and others the necessity of linguistic facility for the conduct of commerce in commercial hinterlands is assumed, and the benefits of interethnic marriage toward attaining this end are taken as self-evident. Moving forward from these truisms, scholars have gone on to sketch the historical dynamics of these unions in terms of their local meanings and wider political ramifications. Interethnic marriages are said to have provided benefits for both local societies and European immigrants for a time. However, as power relationships shifted between Europeans and non-Europeans-that is, as trading peripheries became colonial spacesinterethnic unions lost their symbiotic character, either disappearing from the historical record or becoming occasions for violent altercation, heated debate, and general instability.
Two compelling explanatory frameworks have been proposed to account for these patterns. The first focuses on conditions in Europe's peripheries and points to the erosion of an early modern "middle ground." In this model, frontier conditions of mutual need produce a modicum of respect for local "customs of the country." On the "middle ground," foreigners constitute a small minority, whose power consists solely of supplying desirable imported trade goods and occasional political contacts. Host communities sanction these marriages, bringing them within the ambit of timehonored norms and safeguards. When immigration, state building, or trade dependency bring about outsider dominance, however, locals lose control over the terms of interethnic unions, and European males act wantonly, provoking resentment and vengeance (Peterson 1978; White 1991) .
The other explanatory framework is decidedly more "metro-centric" and emphasizes European anxieties about racial mixture. In this model, changing European conceptions of race, respectability, and national identity open up a rift between subaltern males who marry into local societies and European elites who attempt to stop the practice of interethnic marriage. In part these European racial anxieties are driven by fears that hybrid loyalties or progeny will undermine a solidarity that must be maintained against threats of rebellion from the majority local population (Stoler 2002; Wildenthal 1997) . At the same time, intellectual currents within Europe, partly fueled by the fruits of maritime expansion, dispose colonials toward a racialist, biological view of human variety, creating the conceptual ground for casting interethnic marriages as unnatural, as "miscegenation" (Stocking 1968; Thomas 1994) .
The literature on interethnic unions in the context of European expansion has thus provided scholars with an opportunity to relate material conditions, cultural predispositions, gender relations, and intellectual currents as they affect and are transformed by a major watershed in global history: the movement from an early modern world of empires and local societies, in which fluidity, porous boundaries, and interethnic mixing were the norm, to a modern world of putatively homogenous and distinct nations, created and preserved through practices of physical and symbolic boundary maintenance. In this literature, the search for a prehistory of Western racism is never far from the surface (Hirschman 1986; Young 1995; Fabian 1983) .
As a non-Western example that straddles the early-modern and modern periods, the case of interethnic marriage in Taiwan under Japanese colonial rule takes on special significance. Resembling the Senegalese, Five Civilized Nations, and Sumatran examples cited above, interethnic marriages in Taiwan served a number of political and commercial functions in the early modern era. When Han Chinese immigration began to overwhelm Aborigine communities in the eighteenth century, however, instances of abuse became prominent. Conforming to the larger pattern, HanAborigine unions eventually earned the opprobrium of Qing elites who feared the destabilizing consequences of Chinese settler marriages into Aborigine families and polities. This cycle would repeat itself under Japanese colonial rule but with an interesting twist. Marriage between Japanese colonists and Aborigine women did not fade from the scene as an early modern marchland became a colonized territory-nor did these unions provoke official horror over the security ramifications and image problems associated with mixed progeny and men "gone native." Instead, the government-general embraced interethnic marriage as a solution to the problem of "Aborigine administration" in Taiwan's rugged mountain interior, where armed resistance to Japanese rule simmered well into the 1910s.
From 1908 through 1914, political alliances cemented with interethnic marriages paved the way for Japan's conquest of the northern Aborigine territory. The participants themselves, Japanese males and Atayal women, however, ended up divorced, abandoned, dead, or disgraced as a result of the "political-marriage" policy. I will argue that political marriages were a Japanese response to the Qing legacy of ethnic segregation policies in Taiwan's foothills and mountain ranges. Thus, the case of Aborigine-outsider intermarriage in Taiwan provides an occasion to analyze the role of interethnic unions in territorial expansion in both early modern and modern settings.
From the late Ming period on, when Chinese immigration to Taiwan reached significant proportions, interpreters known in Mandarin as tongshi conducted commerce and diplomacy and collected taxes among the Aborigine population. In the late Qing period, the role of tongshi was frequently performed by bicultural couples, Sinophone husbands and their Aborigine wives. In this milieu, a gender division of labor emerged in which the task of treating with lowlanders was relegated to women. This gender division of labor established the ground for the first wave of JapaneseAborigine marriages in Taiwan, producing a number of tongshi who functioned much like their late Qing counterparts. The quasi-official status and uncertain loyalties of these interpreters, however, drew a chorus of steady criticism from Japanese policymakers. But instead of banning interethnic marriage, the source of tongshi power, the Japanese state attempted to supercede marriages brokered by local headmen and Japanese freebooters with government-brokered marriages. The antecedents and consequences of the political-marriage policy illustrate how the conscious manipulation of Japanese and Atayal gender norms and family structures worked for and against the construction of empire in Taiwan's uplands.
As was the case in many arenas of Western colonial expansion, interethnic marriages between Japanese and Aborigines provoked official consternation. Western concerns with monogamous marriage and racial purity were much less pressing, however, for Meiji (1868 Meiji ( -1912 and Taishō (1912-26) Japanese, although these issues burned hotly in metropolitan Japanese discourse on modernity. Rather, the evidence suggests that everyday Japanese attitudes toward marriage and sexual propriety, based on notions of male prerogative and the maintenance of the stem family, were often consonant with late Qing-period Atayal practices of marrying out daughters and sisters for the benefit of the village or tribe. Atayal strictures about monogamous marriage and expectations that in-marrying males would act as political allies were more likely to cause frictions related to interethnic marriage than race or class anxieties generated in the metropoles of Taipei or Tokyo. To understand the dynamics and importance of interethnic marriages on expanding colonial frontiers, we need to enlarge the compass of our research and consider factors beyond Western notionsbe they subaltern or elite-of race, class, and gender before we can build global models. The following article is an attempt to make a start on this project.
"Acquiring Intimate Knowledge of the Barbarians and Their Language"
Interpreters As Merchants, Local Bullies, and Subofficials
Over the centuries of Qing rule (1683-1895) in Taiwan, tongshi endured numerous historical vicissitudes to survive as primary conduits of trade and diplomacy across the shifting geographic, cultural, and political divide separating Aborigines from Han Chinese. This so-called savage border (bankai/fanjie) evolved from a porous, vaguely defined frontier to a meticulously demarcated, state-maintained boundary line over the course of the Qing period (see fig. 1 ). The English word "interpreter" is a good approximation for tongshi, since linguistic prowess was central to the role. At the same time, tongshi participated in commerce and rural administration, tasks which separated them from mere translators. Moreover, tongshi were primarily associated with oral interpreting, which lowered their official status and salaries vis-à-vis the more text-oriented "translators" (tsūyaku) of the Japanese period. For comparative analysis, tongshi can be best characterized as cultural brokers, described by Daniel Richter "as simultaneous members of two or more interacting networks (kin groups, political factions, communities or other formal or informal coalitions), [who] provide nodes of communication . . . with respect to a community's relations with the outside world" (1988, 41) . The niche filled by tongshi reflected the topography, ethnic composition, and political economy of Qing-and early Japaneseperiod Taiwan.
In the earliest records of Aborigine-outsider interaction, the themes of trade dependency, intermarriage, and official suspicion punctuate descriptions of tongshi in Taiwan. Chen Di's 1603 Account of the Eastern Barbarians (Dongfan ji) explains that Fujianese traders brought "agates, porcelain, cloth, salt, and brass" to Taiwan to trade for deer horns, hides, and meat. Chen lamented that Aborigines had "developed some desires" leading "rascals [to] cheat them with junk" (Thompson 1964, 177-78) . Two decades later, Commander Cornelis Reyersen observed Taiwan Aborigines exporting diverse animal products for "coarse porcelain and some unbleached linen." These exports were brokered by the "Chinese living there, who . . . married local women" (Blussé, Everts, and Frech 1999, 1 In each administrative district a wealthy person is made responsible for the village revenues. These men are called "village tax-farmers" [sheshang] . The village tax-farmer in turn appoints interpreters (tongshi) and foremen (huozhang) who are sent to live in the villages, and who record and check up on . . . the barbarians (fan). . . . But these [interpreters and foremen] take advantage of the simple-mindedness of the barbarians and never tire of fleecing them. . . . Moreover, they take the barbarian women (fanfu) as their wives and concubines (qiqie).
( Thompson 1964, 195-96; Yu 1697 Yu /1957 see also Inō 1904, 74-75; Shepherd 1993, 116; Keliher 2004, 115) To the consternation of literati such as Yu, the lands beyond Qing-administered territory were havens for fugitives from justice. 1964, 197-98; Yu 1697 Yu /1957 Although local bullies and assorted ne'er-do-wells exerted considerable pressure on Aborigine villages in the southwestern "core region" of former Dutch-(1624-61) and Zheng-period (1661-83) settlement, tongshi did not terrorize the whole island. Interpreters operating near the major Aborigine settlements of Alishan, Shuishalian, and Hengchun (see map 1) had little actual contact with more-remote tribes known as shengfan, or "raw barbarians." 2 Tongshi were linked to Taiwan's deep interior via relay trade with more-acculturated shufan (cooked barbarians) (Faure 2001, 16) . Huang Shujing, a contemporary observer, described the relay trade in Paiwan country circa 1722: "In every village the raw barbarians carry on trade in beads, cloth, salt, and iron with the shufan; while the latter emerge to trade with the interpreters" (Thompson 1969, 130; Huang 1736 Huang /1957 . Tongshi "tax collection" in early eighteenth-century Alishan has the appearance of exchange, rather than extraction, betraying the government's lack of authority in the highlands: "The interpreter has built another hut . . . for distributing [goods] to braves from these villages, stocking tobacco, cloth, sugar and salt to supply the needs of the local barbarians. [Here also the latter] sell their deer meat, skins, sinews and such, in order to pay their taxes. . . . Altogether, trade and tax-paying can be carried on for ten months" (Thompson 1969, 91-92; Huang 1736 Huang /1957 .
The above descriptions of tongshi activity from the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries confirm that the character of cultural brokerage and the power of tongshi to oppress Aborigines were indeed variable across space and over time. The standard periodization scheme for Taiwan's past-the Dutch, Zheng, Qing, Japanese, and Kuomintang (KMT) eras-posits the entire island as the subject of history and cannot accommodate the geographic variation so characteristic of cultural brokerage along the moving "savage border." World-systems theory, in contrast, does not use the nation-state as its organizing principle. Instead, its spatial units of analysis 2 The term shengfan/seiban has been translated as "wild" (Faure 2001 , 5), "unpolished" (Kang 1996 , 1), "raw," and "unfamiliar" barbarian (Teng 1999 . The referent of this term is not precise and has shifted over time. In general, shengfan refers to Aborigines who did not pay taxes to a central government; did not speak Chinese; had not adopted Han modes of dress, cuisine, marriage, or burial; and/or did not reside near Han settlements. As shengfan's binary opposite, the term shufan/jukuban has been variously translated as "tame" (Faure 2001, 5) , "polished" (Kang 1996, 1), "cooked," and "familiar" barbarian (Teng 1999, 461) . The term generally refers to acculturated Aborigines who submitted to Qing authority. Since there were also shufan who were acculturated but did not pay taxes and others who paid taxes but remained unacculturated, the category was confusing even at the time of its use. For a detailed and authoritative discussion of the Qing-period usage of shufan and shengfan and the variations thereupon, see Teng 1999, 460-61 . During the Japanese period, authors often conflated the terms "Peipoban/Pingpufan," or "Plains Barbarian," and shufan/jukuban without much precision. By the Japanese period, the term jukuban seemed to refer to Sinophone Aborigines who maintained some modicum of commercial contact to relatively unacculturated Aborigines of the interior, often with the connotation of mixed parentage. The term "Métis," as used in reference to Franco-Indian trading villages, would probably be a good equivalent to the Japanese usage of jukuban.
are derived from fluctuations in relative power relations, concentrations of capital, and technological capabilities. Such a framework, as Richter (1988) has argued, is useful for longitudinal and comparative studies of cultural brokerage.
The world system, as defined by Thomas Hall, is an "intersocietal system that has a self-contained division of labor with some degree of internal coherence. . . . It is a key unit of analysis within which all other social structures and processes should be analyzed" (2000, 238) . For our analysis, the area of Taiwan that encompasses a coherent political economy, in conjunction with the external economies to which this area is linked, constitutes a world system. Hall's definition of a frontier as "a region or zone where two or more distinct cultures, societies, ethnic groups, or modes of production come into contact" will be used to describe Taiwan's so-called savage border (2000, 241) . Hall defines three ideal types of frontier based on relative degrees of incorporation into a world system, which will be used as analytical tools to make general claims about the emergence, vicissitudes, and disappearance of cultural brokerage in Taiwan. They are the "contact periphery," that is, a frontier with little or no sustained connection to a core after initial contact; the "marginal periphery," which participates in an intersocietal division of labor while retaining a separate corporate existence; and the "dependent periphery," whose economy requires sustained involvement in (unequal) exchange relations with the core. Through trade dependency and/or political conquest, dependent peripheries are incorporated into the world system to which they had once been external or marginal (241-43). The Han-dominated side of the frontier is herein considered the "core" because it contains the linkages to other cores beyond Taiwan's shores (Fuzhou, Beijing, Tokyo, Nagasaki, or London). Moreover, Aborigine societies have historically been incorporated into Han-or Japanese-centered political economies, while movement in the other direction has been infrequently observed.
By definition, contact peripheries exist astride but beyond intersocietal divisions of labor. A cultural broker may conduct profitable trade with peoples on a contact periphery but will exert little political influence. In a dependent periphery, acculturation will proceed to such an extent that cultural brokers are no longer necessary. The middle position (the marginal periphery), presents the best opportunities for cultural brokers to proliferate and exert influence. Here, societies on either side of the frontier, core and periphery, remain distinct, yet are economically interdependent, providing the niche for brokerage to emerge as a valued and necessary service. When power relations or concentrations of capital are asymmetrical, the core expands and incorporates marginal peripheries, pushing the terrain of cultural brokerage into new marginal peripheries farther afield. If core expansion is unchecked by topography, resistance, or a third party, cultural brokers will disappear altogether.
Territorializing Ethnicity in Qing Taiwan
In the decades following Taiwan's Kangxi era (1683-1722), Han settlement expanded to the foothills of Taiwan's island-length central mountain spine. A combination of Aborigine initiative (acquisition of language and business acumen), Qing policy (Aborigine schools, suppression of Han tongshi), and Han Chinese ambition (expansion of acreage under cultivation) transformed marginal peripheries into dependent ones throughout the lowlands, seemingly dooming Taiwan's Han tongshi to extinction (Zhang 1988; Shepherd 1993) . In the aftermath of major rebellions in 1731 and 1737, however, Qing grand strategy intervened. From the 1740s on, the court brought a near halt to the expansion of Han settlement, giving the tongshi a second lease on life.
During the Qianlong era (1736-95), the court formulated Taiwan policy with two contradictory objectives in mind: promote agricultural development and maintain frontier stability (Shepherd 1993) . The Qing balanced the goals of increased acreage under the plow and reduced incidents of frontier violence by physically separating "Han Chinese," shufan, and shengfan into ethnically demarcated zones of residence. Under the "three-tiered ethnic-group settlement system" (sancengzhi zuqun fenbu jiagou), so called by Ka Chih-ming, the Plains Aborigines, formerly known as shufan (cooked barbarians), acted as armed buffers against Han encroachment beyond the limits of Qing administration. At the same time, they protected the rice-producing regions from raids and attacks by mountaineers, whose violence against plainsmen stemmed from a mixture of self-defense, revenge, and culturally sanctioned head taking. This three-tiered system was cheaper than garrisoning the savage border with Qing troops from the mainland, and it was preferable to letting Han immigrants continue to stir up trouble by stealing land, poaching resources, and hatching plots in the foothills (2001, .
From the 1740s on, the government stepped up protection of Plains Aborigines' rights as landlords and reduced their tax burdens (Shepherd 1993) . Over the subsequent decades, Qing officials clarified the boundaries between "raw barbarian" (shengfan) territory in the mountains and arable acreage in the foothills. The newly surveyed foothill land was then reserved for "cooked barbarians" (shufan). In the 1780s, shufan military colonies were built on the new reserve land to solidify the triple-tiered system (Ka 2001; Shepherd 1993) .
In the Kangxi and Yongzheng (1723-35) eras, the savage border was a moving frontier characterized by settlements of interspersed Aborigine and Han villages on either side. The Qianlong savage border, in contrast, starkly separated Plains Aborigine military colonies and reservations from the shengfan lands beyond the pale. In the triple-tiered system, tongshi became brokers between Taiwan's mountains and plains. Tongshi, both Han and shufan, paid government bribes to shengfan in return for access to water rights to irrigate newly expanded agricultural territory. Tongshi also continued to farm taxes for shufan villages distant from centers of government and Han settlement. Other tongshi engaged in private trade. As in earlier times, interpreters were frequently blamed for fomenting revolts, oppressing Aborigines, and illegally opening up new land for cultivation (W. Chen 2001, 31; Lin 1999, 208, 254; Faure 2001, 18) .
As early as 1722, officials expressed the fear that frontier intermarriages were reducing the number of eligible brides for Aborigine males, thereby decimating the Aborigine population. Imperial scholar E Ertai warned that Han marriages into Aborigine society would discourage Han agrarian productivity and social stability. Other observers complained the Han were marrying Plains Aborigine women to gain influence and accrue property in matrilineal societies beyond the reach of government supervision. In 1737 the Qing finally banned interethnic marriages. Since such unions produced the tongshi necessary for keeping tabs on the population beyond the passes, however, they were secretly tolerated by local officials. Examples of men who violated the prohibition to become prominent in the annals of rural administration and reclamation included Wu Sha, who married into Sandiao Village near Taipei in the late eighteenth century, and Huang Qiying, who married into a Saisiyat village in Nanzhuang during the 1810s (Inō 1903 (Inō , 1016 
Gender Division of Labor and Cultural Brokerage
The wives of enterprising Han settlers and officials such as Wu and Huang likely emerged as an important class of female interpreters during the implementation of the triple-tiered system in the mid-to late eighteenth century. The militarization Map 3. Division of the northern tribes of Taiwan under Japanese rule (adapted from Deng 2001, 191; Asai and Ogawa 1935; Kusaka 1936) .
of the savage border undoubtedly reduced the opportunities for Aborigine males to descend the mountains peacefully for commerce.
3 In addition, the forced-segregation policies would have impeded the diffusion of Minnan and Hakka into the interior. This chart is not exhaustive.
Biculturals continued to thrive on an island whose political segregation could not forestall its economic integration. In the 1850s, Taiwan began to export significant amounts of tea and camphor to Western buyers, yoking the island's economy more tightly to the Euro-American core area of the nineteenth-century world system. The high return on products grown in elevated, cooler climates shifted Taiwan's economic center of gravity away from the southwestern plains northward and inland. During the treaty-port period (1860-95), the foothills and valleys of northern Taiwan, once contact peripheries at best, fast became marginal peripheries of the global economy (Sangren 1985; Gardella 1999) . The new mania for the "riches of the interior" moved Qing literati, who once portrayed the uplands as miasmic, cruel, and treacherous, to reevaluate the interior as a verdant source of wealth (Teng 2004, 209-13) .
Western visitors to Taiwan in the treaty-port era observed that Aborigine women were central to cultural brokerage in the marginal periphery. In 1857 future British consul Robert Swinhoe wrote: "I had the pleasure of seeing a few [Aborigine] women, who were married to Chinese at . . . He was constantly at variance with the Chinese authorities who had outlawed him, but could not touch him, as he was so well defended by his numerous Chinese dependants, and the large body of Aborigines at his beck. This man was wedded to a Kalee. . ." (2001, 66) .
A few years later, William Pickering, a well-known interpreter in his own right, described the chief of one village as a "T'ong-su" (tongshi), the "headman of the tribe, responsible to the Chinese government." Pickering wrote that the "women had some knowledge of the Celestial tongue, from being employed as go-betweens in their bartering with the Chinese. . . . This old woman [our interpreter], named Pu-li-sang, was no novice to the ways of civilization, as she had, years ago, been married to a Chinese, and also had lived from some time with the [shengfan] Bangas. . ." (1898/ 1993, 143) . On the eve of the Japanese invasion in 1874, American naturalist Joseph Steere confirmed the role of Aborigine women as mediators in commerce between mountain and plain: "The Kale-whan [Paiwan] , in times of scarcity, frequently sell their daughters to the Chinese and Pepo-whans [Peipoban/Pingpufan], who take them as supplementary wives and make them useful as interpreters in thus bartering with the savages. While we were among the Kale-whan the chief offered to sell us three girls of the tribe at twenty dollars each" (1874/2002, 314) .
Japanese infantryman Iriye Takeshi, observing conditions just after the cession in 1895, attributed such practices to increased cross-border trade:
In shufan territory, shengfan give their daughters away and force them to marry. This is a recent occurrence; it did not happen in former times. . . . All these types of marriages are related directly to shufan trade. . . . A meeting of the minds is reached between man and woman, and the marriage is arranged. Before any immorality is committed, the chief's permission is sought and the marriage carried through. When a shufan takes a shengfan concubine, the new bride is given Chinese clothing, and so on. . . . For the return trip home, they are given a water buffalo, two jars of liquor, and black and red cloth.
(1896b, 17)
As Iriye explains, the need for access to trade goods was tempered by the desire to preserve distance from Qing surveillance and Han exploitation:
Again, a female shufan may marry a shengfan man. This is always a result of a young girl being lured away into the mountains and then becoming accustomed to shengfan ways-once she learns the language, she can act as an interpreter when the shengfan come to trade with the shufan. So, when the shengfan spy a girl they are attracted to, they wait for an opportune moment to lure her away. . . . The parents of the girl are angry at the request for marriage, but they do not have any way to take the girl back from the savage shengfan, and then again, they stand to make large profits from the shengfan trade. The shengfan bring gifts of monkey, opossum, and mountain animals. When the girl has become accustomed enough to her new life, she is permitted to return to her hometown. She is greeted with great warmth and happiness, but her parents and siblings are not allowed into the "savage territory" (banchi), only she can go there and move about freely; she is singular for not being tattooed and for wearing Two features of Aborigine out-marrying practices described above should be underscored. First, whether the bride was shengfan or shufan, intermediaries were used and public exchanges of gifts took place, indicating that a degree of social recognition was being conferred upon these marriages. Mori Ushinosuke, who did extensive fieldwork throughout Atayal country from 1900 through the early 1920s, asserted that bride price-in the form of red cloth skirts (up to one hundred in extreme cases), cattle, pigs, guns, daggers, farming implements, and even farmland-was customary at Atayal weddings (1917/1996, 1:176-77) . Second, shengfan parties to these unions were careful to assure that marriage alliances did not result in too much familiarity between lowlanders and highlanders. A number of episodes from the early Japanese period indicate that paramount chiefs and other enterprising headmen enriched themselves and accrued political power by interposing themselves between villages farther inland and delegates of foreign powers, thereby monopolizing outflows of mountain products and inflows of imported prestige goods. Thus, although Steere's observation that desperate families sold off daughters to outsiders for cash may have held in certain localities, there is much evidence to suggest that out-marrying was part of a complex political strategy to maintain power in a decentralized political world in which the distribution of gifts and the monopolization of access to goods was a key to maintaining leadership status (Matsuoka 2004, 83-84; Junker 1999) .
In response to the booming export economy in resources extracted from the interior, governor Liu Mingchuan established the Fukenju (Bureau of reclamation and pacification) in 1886 to regulate relations between the Mountain Aborigines and Taiwan's Han population (Chang 2003, 95-101) . By then the association of indigenous women with cultural brokerage had been cemented. The 
Interpreters under Japanese Colonial Rule
When Japanese troops arrived in Aborigine strongholds in summer 1895 to announce the regime change to their new subjects, they hired tongshi to conduct them through the mountain passes. The first such mission, under garrison commander Watanabe, met seven Aborigines at a clearing in front of Caoling Mountain on August 29. The discussions took place within a couple miles of Dakekan, former headquarters of Liu Mingchuan's Fukenju. The soldiers distributed gifts of liquor, tobacco, silver coins, and tinned mackerel to secure an agreement to meet again. The elder female Aborigine, named Yū kaimā, wore a simple blanket, sported tattoos, and went barefoot. The younger female Aborigine was around eighteen, wore manufactured Chinese clothing, and "could pass for Japanese but for her braided hair" (Tokyo Asahi shinbun, September 28, 1895, n.p.). Named Fuwanhō, the younger woman appeared to be the Aborigine village's delegate in dealings with Chinese.
On September 8, future Taipei governor Hashiguchi Bunzō led an expedition to Caoling to follow up on Watanabe's initial overtures. The Japanese party, with one official translator in tow, distributed daggers, red woolen cloth, hairpins, calicoes, tinned meat, tobacco, and alcohol to twenty-two Dakekan-area residents at the rendezvous point. Five of them were persuaded with promises of additional blankets to return to Taipei to meet government officials. A well-circulated photograph of these five appeared in various Japanese periodicals. One of the five, an Aborigine woman named Washiiga, hailed from Jiaobanshan. Unlike the other four, her hair was bound and she wore some "old Chinese clothing." Washiiga understood the "Formosan language somewhat" because she had married a Chinese man at the age of sixteen (Tokyo Asahi shinbun, September 29, 1895, n.p.). With Washiiga's assistance, Hashiguchi recorded the Aborigines' names, domiciles, and ages in his all-important register (Hashiguchi 1895b, 313-18; 1895a; Inō 1896, 181; 1918 /1995 Tokyo Asahi shinbun, September 29, 1895) .
A week later, Hashiguchi ordered subprefect Kawano Shuichirō to lead Japan's first official embassy to Yilan's Aborigine territory. Kawano's mission set off with only a Japanese tsūyakukan or tsūyakusei (official translator), for fear that a Chinese tongshi would cause trouble. Eventually Kawano located four tongshi of former Qing employ and their banpu wives at Yilan's old Fukenju locations. Kawano described the women as "pure Aborigines with facial tattoos" (Shibayama 1896, 203) . The men were kabanjin/huafanren, or "transformed barbarians."
4 Kawano deputized the women as tsūben (another word for "interpreter") because the male "transformed barbarians" were likely to be rebuffed or worse by Xitou tribesmen. The women then went inland and convinced a Xitou chief to meet Japanese officials on neutral ground. On November 16, Kawano's party distributed a Japanese flag, gifts, drink, and food to the assembled villagers. The Xitou contingent firmly refused Kawano's entreaties to visit the walled city of Yilan for further parleys and also resisted Japanese requests to travel farther inland. The Xitou emissaries did offer to distribute the remaining gifts to other tribes and act as intermediaries between the Japanese and the other inland villages (Kawano 1895; Shibayama 1896, 203-5; Taihoku-shū ribanshi 1924, 1; Fujisaki 1930, 544-45) . Awai, one of the tsū ben hired by Kawano, appears in an ethnographic note published just after the Yilan mission as an informant on language, village names, and local songs. She was thirty years old and married to shufan Chen Xilai for eight years. Although she wore some Chinese clothes, she retained distinctive tattoos and spoke the local Aborigine dialect effortlessly (Inō 1895, 97) .
The government-general initiated diplomacy in southern Taiwan's Aborigine country much later than it did in the north. Because Paiwan and Puyuma country were close to centers of organized Han armed resistance, conditions were quite turbulent into late 1895 and early 1896. By summer 1896, thanks to the timely aid of a bicultural Han-Aborigine tongshi couple, the government-general was able to establish a presence on the Hengchun peninsula and in Taidong District (see map 1). The Beinan interpreter variously referred to by Japanese as "Dada," "Xi Lu Niu," and "Tata Rara" played a pivotal role in this enterprise. Tata 1900; Inō 1918 Inō /1995 . Tata married a Chinese man named Zhang, who appears in documents as both an interpreter and prosperous merchant-one source calls him Yichun, the other Xinzhang (Inō 1918 (Inō / 1995 Sagara 1896) . Tata spoke Minnan as well as the Beinan, Paiwanese, and Amis languages. She earned a salary of six yuan per month as a Qing tongshi (Inō 1918 (Inō /1995 .
When future prefect Sagara Nagatsuna arrived in Taidong in February 1896, Tuilasok (Chorōsoku) chief Pan Wenjie, a powerful Hengchun headman who also collaborated with Westerners during the late Qing period, arranged a meeting for the village heads to pledge their cooperation with Japanese officials. Sagara soon learned that demobilized Qing troops were pressing locals for rations; Ansheng and Pan sought Japanese intervention. In May, Pan, Japanese translator Nakamura Yū suke, interpreter-merchant Zhang Yichun/Xinzhang, and tongshi Tata Rara organized a militia of three hundred Aborigines in Beinan to expel the Qing remnants. Tata's work as the liaison among Beinan chiefs, Pan, and Nakamura earned her a commendation from the government-general in 1901, which came with forty yen (Inō 1906; 1918 /1995 .
As Japanese officials drew on the expertise and networks of Qing-period tongshi to establish a presence, however faint, among the highlanders, they began to replicate Qing discourse on tongshi perfidy. The following description of the frustratingly complex process of mediation in Taiwan's interior is typical of the period:
An interpreter (tongshi) is a Chinese who is good at Aborigine languages and is conversant with conditions among them.
6 Each hamlet or group of hamlets has an interpreter (a hamlet is similar to our buraku). The "local man" (sheding/shatei) works under the interpreter, procuring whatever is needed for each side to facilitate communication, diplomacy, and so on. Each hamlet without fail has a sheding. These local men and interpreters are not always to be found in the hamlets, though. They have their own households with affairs to attend to, and they hire themselves out to people.
Moreover, these interpreters can apply for government service. Officials screen them, and . . . they become responsible for relaying directives and taking care of all manner of things related to the Aborigines. . . . One imagines that their income is not small.
. . . The interpreters and local men assume an arrogant and insulting manner towards the Aborigines, who in turn treat the interpreters very humbly.
(Nakajima 1896, 247-48)
A minimum of two interpreters, but usually three, brokered Japanese-Aborigine communication in the early years of colonial rule. Japanese men known as official translators interpreted for government officials to the Chinese interpreters. These Chinese interpreters stood between the official translators and the intermediaries known simply as "local men" (sheding) or "Aborigine women" (banpu). Despite their low official status, these sheding and banpu were indispensable for sojourns in the Aborigine territories. When Fukenju chief Saitō Otosaku's Japanese official translator, Shōjiro Kunitei, was incapacitated with malaria during an early circuit of Alishan's environs, Saitō's mission continued to function. Saitō would not proceed, however, without local men (O. Saitō 1897b, 180). An official from the interpreter's bureau in Miaoli underscored the point: four different languages were spoken behind the mountains abutting Miaoli City. It was simply impossible to conduct business there without local interpreters (Yomiuri shinbun, September 30, 1895).
Japanese Discontent with the Tongshi System
In Taiwan under Japanese rule, the messages conveyed by officials to Aborigines were simple at first: the victors had come to announce the defeat of the Qing and demand recognition from local chiefs. Moreover, in the first months of Japanese rule, the Japanese came to the savage border bearing gifts-textiles, foodstuffs, tobacco, and alcohol-with few strings attached. These ceremonial presentations were well understood by Japanese emissaries and Aborigine headmen as the substance of relations that centered on the distribution of gifts, the formal recognition of government authority, and the initiation of commercial relations (see Barclay 2003a). Under such circumstances, the limited ability of each side to understand the nuances and subtleties of the other's verbal proclamations appears to have sufficed. As the government-general settled in for the long haul, it began to directly adjudicate conflicts between Han and Aborigines and to take an active interest in the profitability of the camphor industry. Deepened involvement in the affairs of Atayal country in turn placed greater demands on Japan's interpreters.
On March 31, 1896, the Japanese chartered the Bukonsho (Office of pacification and reclamation) to establish friendly relations with Aborigines, develop the camphor industry, and canvass the banchi for information on the unknown mountain tribes (Inō 1918 (Inō /1995 . Article 9 of the Bukonsho charter indicates official dissatisfaction with the ad hoc system of cultural brokerage inherited from the Qing:
The most urgent matter for Aborigine pacification is obtaining adequate or appropriate (tekitō) interpreters. . . . History has shown that interpreters often take advantage of mutual unintelligibility, and as middlemen deceive both sides for their own great profit. There are examples of Aborigine sensibilities being wounded. Therefore, it is very important to consider the interpreters' character and the Aborigines' feelings toward them before employing one. Aborigine languages are not exceedingly difficult to learn, so if Bukonsho officials will make efforts to learn them, it will benefit and open new avenues for us all.
( Inō 1918 Inō /1995 Despite these optimistic pronouncements, it turned out that Aborigine languages were not easy for Japanese officials to learn, so the government-general made due with the tongshi, sheding, and banpu who dwelled among the passes to the mountain country. Saitō Otosaku, posted to Jiayi District in 1896 to head the Bukonsho, wrote that the village of Dongpushe was "under the control" of a tongshi named Du Tingdong. Saitō described Du's associates (sheding) as sullen and crafty Chinese men who dressed in Aborigine clothing. Provisions could be had for fair prices in direct negotiations with Aborigines, wrote Saitō, but once the sheding intervened, prices rose and commerce became difficult (1897b, 178-79). Zhang Shichang, Saitō's own interpreter, learned his craft in the Fukenju under the Qing regime, where he began service around 1887. He headed a somewhat prosperous house and managed the trade between three Chinese villages and two Aborigine settlements. Saitō wrote that Zhang took hefty profits as a provisioner on the Jiayi Bukonsho expedition to Tsou country (1897a, 146).
An early editorial in the Taiwan shinpō (Taiwan News) excoriated tongshi for exploiting the Hualian-area Aborigines and paying them mere pittances for their laboriously produced hemp blankets (November 20, 1896) . Until Aborigine languages were understood, a Bukonsho official wrote in 1898, Japan was doomed to rely on local intermediaries who cheated Aborigines at trade after plying them with booze. These seedy men also trafficked in contraband rifles, threatening Japan's security (Inō 1918 (Inō /1995 . But despite these complaints, there was little that the Japanese could do to decrease their reliance on banpu, sheding, and tongshi because official translators were prohibitively expensive and of little use beyond the walled cities where standard dialects of Chinese were understood.
In Taidong, district chief Sagara Nagatsuna reinstated the Qing-era interpreters as village officials, thereby resurrecting a system of indirect rule. Government-general inspectors made the usual complaints about interpreter greed and untrustworthiness. Nonetheless, they recommended that tongshi be deputized and paid stipends as local officials on the "devil-you-know" theory (Tashiro 1984, 46-48) . A number of Japanese-language training institutes were established among Aborigines in Paiwan country beginning in 1896, the first under the aegis of Pan Wenjie, Sagara's partner in Hengchun. These southern schools graduated a core of reliable Aborigine intermediaries at a relatively early date (Uno 1981, 88-89; Matsuda 1998) . In northern Aborigine territory, however, things took a much different turn. Among the Atayal and Sedeq peoples (see fig. 2 ), a cooperative strongman of Pan's stature was not to be found. Instead, the Japanese dealt with a host of aspirants for the role of middleman, involving the government in the complex politics of marriage alliance across the socalled savage border.
Marriage, Concubinage, and Brokerage in the North
Puli subprefect Hiyama Tetsusaburō was the first prominent Japanese official to marry into an Aborigine polity. In early 1896, Hiyama wed the daughter of a paramount Wushe (Musha) chief named Bihau Sabo.
7 To seal the alliance with Bihau, Hiyama slaughtered two oxen and numerous pigs in addition to distributing jars of liquor and blankets at the wedding feast. Ignorant of the local languages and oblivious to Wushe's historical enmity with Toda, another cluster of villages to the east of Wushe, Hiyama admitted several non-Wushe guests to enjoy the largesse. After the celebration, Wushe warriors ambushed the returning Toda men and took their wedding gifts away, upset that Hiyama would treat visitors from afar with the same generosity shown to the tribe that provided his bride. Hiyama later distributed an ox and a jar of liquor to neighboring Toda, Perugawan, and Truku to display his impartiality, which only brought Bihau back to fire off his matchlock at Hiyama's gate for assuming the paramount chief's prerogative of distributing gifts among the subsidiary tribes 9 Contemporary references to Kondō label him as tongshi, shokutaku (commissioner), or buppin kōkanjin (Aborigine trader) (Torii 1901, 131; Uchiyama 1905, 66; Inoguchi 1921 Inoguchi /1995 . As a first step to becoming a celebrated "Aborigine hand" (bantsū), Kondō wed Iwan Robau, the daughter of a Palan village headman named Chitsukku, sometime in 1896 (Taiwan nichinichi shinpō, December 21, 1930; Ide 1937, 278) .
In January 1897, Kondō and Iwan joined the ill-fated Fukahori Yasuichirō expedition as interpreters (see figs. 3 and 4). Fukahori's fourteen-man crew was 7 At the time of this writing, there is no standardized international system for spellings of Atayal names. In this article, I have adopted the spellings used by Deng Xiangyang (2001) where possible. In all other cases, I have transcribed the katakana used in the sources. The original katakana versions of all names used herein can be found in the list of characters. For names ending in katakana su, the superfluous (for Atayalic languages) u has been dropped. 8 Hiyama's successor, Nagano Yoshitora, touched off a more serious round of violence after distributing gifts to Toda emissaries after a feast at the Puli Bukonsho. On their way back to Toda, the gift recipients were ambushed by jealous Wushe men. In the ensuing battle, Toda suffered fifteen casualties; Wushe absorbed two casualties (Taiwan nichinichi shinpō, May 10, 1898).
9 For Kondō's transcribed and annotated autobiography, which contains a full account of his life as an interpreter and a merchant, see Barclay 2004. subsequently ambushed and murdered while surveying routes to link Taizhong to Hualian (Uchiyama 1905, 62-63; Fujisaki 1930, 612) . Before the expedition entered the high mountains beyond Puli, however, Kondō succumbed to malaria and was spared a gruesome death. Iwan accompanied the mission as an auxiliary interpreter, working with Kondō's replacement, a shufan named Pan Laolong, also a merchant specializing in the "Aborigine trade" (Taiwan nichinichi shinpō, December 21, 1930; Fujisaki 1930, 606) . Pan and Iwan survived because they abandoned the mission before it came to grief, rightfully fearing danger as the troupe traveled beyond areas previously secured through parleys with local chiefs. Aborigine-language tongshi such as Pan and Iwan were of limited or no utility beyond narrowly circumscribed territories, much to the chagrin of the Japanese. The search for Fukahori's remains was greatly impeded and finally called off for want of willing local trackers in Toda and Truku. In retaliation for the Fukahori debacle, the government-general cut off traffic in guns, ammunition, salt, and matches to the Puli trading posts, Wushe's main supplier, for a period of eight years (Taiwan nichinichi shinpō, December 25, 1930; Uchiyama 1905; Yamabe 1971, 509) . On August 20, 1897, Kondō left his wife, Iwan, and headed north to TrukuToda country, since Japan's punitive embargo had forced Kondō's trading post near Puli to close down. He brought two of his employees, Nagakura Yoshitsugu and Itō Shū kichi, in addition to securing the services of Itō's wife, a Toda native named Tappas Kuras (Taiwan nichinichi shinpō, December 25, 1930) . After a grueling, rain-soaked march, Kondō secured the patronage of a trade-minded Toda headman named Bassau Bōran, a former customer at Kondō's Puli establishment. As Bassau's trading partner, houseguest, and adopted son, Kondō literally "went native" in the course of his twenty-month stay, earning the sobriquet "Seiban Kondō" (Kondō the Barbarian) (Taiwan nichinichi shinpō, January 13-14, 1931; Fujisaki 1930, 614-16) . While Kondō and Itō bartered their way around Toda-Truku territory, unions between Japanese men and Aborigine females became commonplace in Taiwan. As in Qing times, officials worried about the deleterious effects of these pairings on political stability in the colony. In 1899 Sanjiaoyong district officer Satomi Yoshimasa complained to Taipei governor Murakami Yoshio that Japanese-banpu unions were causing undue friction with local males. Satomi suggested that Japanese civilians be forced to apply for permits before taking banpu as wives. Murakami then proposed a system of punishments for Japanese men who abandoned banpu mates. In addition, Murakami recommended state support for the abandoned women, whose local marriage prospects had been ruined by public association with foreigners. Murakami's questionnaire, circulated to magistrates and police posted in Aborigine territory, illuminates official concerns with intercultural marriage along the savage border:
• To what extent are there contracts or gifts of cash or merchandise on the occasion of a wedding (kashu no sai)? • The name and occupation of the person who married a banpu (banpu o metorishi mono).
• Is it possible for one who has been a secondary wife/concubine of a Japanese to remarry an Aborigine (naichijin no shō/mekake to naritaru mono wa futatabi banjin ni kasuru)? • In the case of abandonment, how is the banpu managing? How do the Aborigines feel about the situation? • Was the union with a Japanese (naichijin ni kasuru) entered into as a lifelong commitment, or was it rushed into avariciously for the short term? (Inō 1918 (Inō /1995 The operative verbs in the Satomi-Murakami correspondence are metoru, kasuru, kekkon o yaku, kekkon suru, and kongi o musubu. All these terms can be translated as "to marry" or at least "to enter into a household." Accordingly, Japanese men are described as "married to Aborigine women." The noun "wife" (tsuma/sai), however, is not used by Satomi or Murakami. One passage specifically uses the character mekake/shō/qie, which has two different possible Japanese readings. Read as mekake, it referred to a woman kept for a man's pleasure, whose children had no legal standing as members of the household. A mekake might be understood as a "mistress" in Western parlance. On the other hand, the character could also be read as shō, or "secondary wife/ concubine" (Asako 1997, 1-10). Japan's 1871 Civil Code (Shinritsu-kōryō), an amalgam of Ming, Qing, and older Japanese codes, considered shō, like wives, to be "second-degree" relatives of their husbands. A shō's sons, to be sure, had less claim than a principal wife's sons to inheritance. Nonetheless, there was enough legal equality between wives and concubines to cause Mori Arinori, a famous Japanese critic, to consider the distinctions made by the 1871 Civil Code meaningless (1976a, 105) . The husband-shō relationship received further sanction in the 1872 Household Registration Law (Koseki hō), which stipulated that shō be listed next to wives in the household register. The Illegitimate Child Law (Shiseiji hō) of 1873 declared that children of shō were "legitimate" by making their fathers responsible for support (Nagata 2003) .
Legal prescriptions allowing more than one female partner for husbands were abhorrent to a vocal contingent of Meiji-period social engineers, modernizers, and moralists. How, they asked, could Japan call itself a civilized nation when its civil code tolerated "secondary wives/concubines" and considered their progeny legitimate (Blacker 1958)? This debate was partially resolved on the side of "civilization" in 1880, when the government drafted a new civil code abolishing "the shō's legal status as spouse" (Asako 1997, 11) . The practice of keeping mekake, however, remained widespread among Japanese lawmakers and men of means long after. Movements to stamp out concubinage persisted into the Taishō and Shōwa (1926-89) periods (Nagata 2003, 291; Garon 1993) . Thus, the men who took Aborigine wives in Taiwan, as well as their superiors, subscribed to a variety of notions of what sorts of arrangements were "normal" and might justify the terms "marriage" and "wife."
Some fourteen years after shō had been banished from Japanese civil law, the editors of Fūzoku gahō (Folkways Illustrated) supplied the furigana reading "shō" (secondary wife) for the character qie in reference to Hiyama Tetsusaburō's Atayal bride (Iriye 1896a, 29) . That same year, a Tokyo newspaper referred to the same couple as "man and wife" (fūfu) in its florid description of their mutual attraction and emotional entanglement (Araki 1976, 2:79) . In 1929 the intrepid and generally reliable author Fujisaki Seinosuke referred to Kondō Katsusaburō as Iwan Robau's "common-law husband" (nai'en no otto). Ide Kawata, perhaps Japan's most encyclopedic chronicler of the colonial experiment in Taiwan, referred to Iwan as Kondō's "wife" (tsuma) (Ide 1937, 279; Fujisaki 1930, 614) . The Taiwan nichinichi shinpō called Ō ita Prefecture native Watanabe Eijirō's Aborigine spouse a "wife" as well (November 7, 1907) . Remarkably, Watanabe's household registry (koseki) lists her as tsuma under the name "Mei-hai." Mei-hai's parents, Watan Naui (father) and Chugas Neehan (mother), were also entered into Watanabe's Ō ita Prefecture koseki (Taiwan sōtokufu 1925) .
Prior to December 1898, former Sino-Japanese War translator Jiku Akitami married the daughter of an heirless Atayal headman to become successor to a chieftainship in Quchi. Taking the name Watan Karaho, Jiku styled himself a local king. His marriage is specifically referred to as "entering his wife's house" (irimuko) in two issues of Taiwan kyōkai kaihō (Bulletin of the Friends of Taiwan) (1898, 1:102; 1899, 6:76-77) . This usage seems apt, as men such as Hiyama, Kondō, Itō, Jiku, and Watanabe played the role of mukoyōshi in their new Taiwanese families. In Japan, mukoyōshi entered the households of wives as both bridegrooms and adopted sons. This arrangement solved the problem of succession for lineages lacking male heirs while increasing prospects of second and third sons in a society in which primogeniture was the norm (A. Mori 1976b, 144) . By the lights of Meiji Japanese practice, then, many of the more remarkable intercultural unions between Japanese males and Aborigine females are plausibly called "marriages" and the spouses called "husband" and "wife."
The Taiwan government-general, however, did not publicly acknowledge Japanese-Aborigine marriages. The government-general's vital statistics reports for the years 1905 through 1934 record not a single "Aborigine wife-Japanese husband" marriage. In contrast, these reports assiduously tallied thousands of mixed shufanshengfan and Han-Aborigine marriages (Taiwan jinkō dōtai tōkei 1905-34). Moreover, not all "Aborigine hands" were as scrupulous as Watanabe in confirming their families' legal status by entering them into the koseki. The 1917 version of Kondō's koseki contains no entries for Iwan Robau (Taiwan sōtokufu 1920), a glaring omission, considering the very public nature of the marriage and the loyal service rendered to the government by Iwan.
In stark contrast to Watanabe Eijirō, many Japanese males treated their Aborigine mates as mekake or worse. These men crossed a line that cost hundreds of Japanese dearly. In December 1900, the governor of Taipei accused camphor men of "recklessly defiling Aborigine women," thereby provoking incidents of head taking (Inō 1918 (Inō / 1995 . A 1901 editorial in Taiwan minpō (Taiwan people's daily) blamed illicit interethnic relations for causing a rout of Japanese forces in Xincheng, Taidong Province, in 1900 (January 11, 1901) . Even Jiku Akitami, the great "Watan Karaho" himself, appeared to be little more than a "local bully" to the Quchi men who sacked his office and destroyed his possessions for perceived abuses of power. Governor-general Sakuma Samata (1906-15) later blamed two major uprisings on resentment caused by illicit Japanese male-Aborigine female relations, and preached restraint to his underlings (Suzuki 1932, 453) .
Meiji-period Japanese ethnographic reports, in addition to journalistic accounts, were uniform in asserting that Atayal severely punished adulterers and were monogamous by custom. So although late Qing and early Japanese evidence shows that out-marrying, accompanied by ample bride price and public ceremony, complied with long-standing Atayal practices, casual liaisons between Japanese adventurers and Atayal women could provoke violent retribution (as could cases of adultery within Atayal society). Inuzuka Kyōta contrasts traditional Atayal regard for premarital chastity, monogamy, companionate marriage, and gender equality with prewar Japanese traditions of male dominance and gender inequality in marriage. Inuzuka hypothesizes that diametrically opposed male attitudes toward women collided in northern Taiwan under colonial rule (1996, 403) . Anthropologist Scott Simon's observations, based on fieldwork, recent Taiwanese anthropology, and Japanese ethnological reports, call attention to Atayal valorization of chastity and monogamy as well. Simon's research, however, emphasizes the patriarchal character of Atayal gender norms. Arranged marriages and antidivorce and antiadultery prohibitions functioned, in his view, to subordinate Atayal women to the dictates of family and village leaders (2003, . Historical evidence indicates that at least some young Atayal women were cast out of their local societies to live for life as "barbarians" among the lowlanders as intermediaries. This being the case, the thesis of "clashing gender systems" requires modification. In certain instances, Japanese and Atayal patriarchy were symbiotic, provided that each party to the alliance had common interests. When these interests clashed, however, what affective or institutional tie remained to bind an out-married daughter to the cause of her natal community?
On December 16, 1902, the Puli Subprefect dispatched a "banpu named Iwan" to sound out the Wushe tribes about an upcoming Japanese punitive expedition to the north. Japanese officials commonly sent northern Aborigine women to the mountain villages as emissaries during the first decade of colonial rule (Miyazaki 1901, 3; Kawano 1895; Taihoku-shū ribanshi 1924, 79; Taiwan minpō, June 24, 1903; January 20, 1904; Yomiuri shinbun, February 24, 1896 ; W. Chen 1998). Iwan's case is particularly interesting for illustrating how Atayal out-marrying practices could backfire on the men who sent their daughters and sisters to the plains. The description of Iwan's route and domicile indicates that she was none other than Kondō Katsusaburō's wife, Iwan Robau. 10 In Palan, Iwan learned that Wushe sought a truce with Japan in order to resume trade in salt and to "be treated like the shufan tribes." Besides, they were engaged in a cycle of revenge feuding with Toda and needed arms and ammunition (Taiwan nichinichi shinpō, December 19, 1902) . Of course, the price of resuming the salt trade was the forfeiture of firearms and pledges to cease head taking. Under such conditions, Wushe was vulnerable to neighbors who either had yet to surrender or had already thrown their lot in with the Japanese as guard-line soldiers. For these reasons, it would seem, Wushe and Japan failed to come to terms in the ensuing months.
On October 5, 1903, Palan fell into a bloody trap. Short of salt and firearms, the villagers consented to a meeting with Gantaban men at the Bunun-Atayal border south of Puli (see map 3). The meeting's pretext was a promise to funnel embargoed goods to Wushe behind the government's back. On the appointed day, the Gantaban trading delegation served the Wushe men large quantities of alcohol to initiate talks. Thereafter, concealed men rushed in, killing 95 of the 100 Wushe men and taking their heads (Gao 1988, 13-14) . The sated, drunk Wushe men were reportedly butchered like so many chickens and pigs by the laughing Bunun (Aui 1985, 22) . The Japanese press reported 104 dead, along with a yield of 57 rifles, 130 spears, and 127 daggers. The Bunun warriors brought 27 of the heads to the Puli subprefect, who appears to have expected this outcome (Taiwan minpō, October 9, 1903; October 21, 1903) . The Japanese governor-general's file gives similar casualty figures while dryly noting that Wushe's once reluctant posture toward the Japanese was much improved (Yamabe 1971, 509; Inō 1918 Inō /1995 .
The direct evidence linking Iwan Robau to this disaster is spotty, though plausible. Local historians Aui Heppaha and Pixo Walis claim that Iwan and several other women arranged this meeting at the behest of the Japanese (Gao 1988, 13; Aui 1985, 20) . We will probably never find evidence much firmer than these dim recollections, both undoubtedly affected by years of exposure to the "Wushe incident testimonial" industry. The whole purpose of using brokers such as Iwan seems to be their semi-and nonofficial status, which exempted much of their activity from the normally rigorous Japanese practice of colonial record keeping. At the least, the infamous October 5, 1903, incident illustrates the devastating effects that Japanese officials could wreak through a combination of trade embargoes and adroit 10 In Japanese kana, "Iwan," "Iwari," "Yuwan," and "Yuwari" were variations of the spelling that I have rendered "Iwan." manipulation of local rivalries. The capacity to punish recalcitrant villages, however, was not the same as governing them directly in accordance with Japan's ideals of colonial administration. Consonant with the trends of the times, these ideals included the economic rationalization of the uplands and the tutelage of the Aborigines, projects that would require much more prolonged and intimate contact with the northern tribes.
Breaking the Gordian Knot: The "PoliticalMarriage Policy" in Atayal Country
Following the Russo-Japanese War (1904-5), which had diverted energy from Japan's ambitions in Taiwan, governor-general Sakuma Samata's administration (1906-15) executed a "get-tough" policy toward the Atayal villages who had refused to surrender their rifles and sovereignty during the previous decade of colonial rule. Although Wushe had formally submitted in 1906, many of the tribes farther upland and inland still remained armed and defiant. Sakuma pledged to break the resistance of the northern tribes once and for all by extending the heavily armed "guard line" to the heart of Atayal country to encompass Xakut, Truku, and Toda.
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Sakuma's right-hand man on Aborigine policy, Police Bureau chief Ō tsu Rinpei, inspected the forward posts of the guard line in spring 1907. His report proposed to remedy the alarming interpreter situation with a "political-marriage" policy. Ō tsu implied that operators such as Kondō Katsusaburō, Watanabe Eijirō, Iwan Robau, or Tata Rara, although linguistically competent, were too scarce and unreliable to carry out Japan's new positive policy in the highlands. The government-general's efforts to train Japanese beat cops and rural officials in Austronesian languages had failed miserably. To break through this impasse, Ō tsu called for a more bureaucratic form of interethnic marriage to bring the central government closer to the villages hitherto ruled from a distance:
I have sensed an extreme paucity of Aborigine translators at every installation on my tour. This being the case, it is not difficult to imagine that many, many more translators will be necessary as we bring the Aborigines within the fold of government. I need not mention that success in managing the Aborigines hinges upon the ability of our translators. . . . The quickest route to cultivating translators would be to give occasional financial assistance to the appropriate men and have them officially marry banpu.
While it is recognized the such marriages cause trouble (Aborigines . . . will say that such marriages are unfair and benefit only the villages or lineages of the banpu's new husband; again, if the Japanese husband is rotated to another post and abandons his wife, it will offend Aborigine sentiment), our present lack of translators is troubling. Because marriage to a banpu will raise living expenses, occasional moneys should be provided for the low-ranking men who can ill afford it. (Inō 1918 (Inō /1995 It is significant that Ō tsu called for the cultivation of tsū yaku (translators) instead of tongshi in his long disquisition on the failings of the government-general's Aborigine policy. As we have seen, tsū yaku in colonized Taiwan were attached to 11 For a description of the guard line, its staffing, and its movements, see Barclay 2003b. high-ranking Japanese officials. Tsū yaku, native Japanese who spoke at least one standard dialect of Chinese, operated at physical and linguistic removes-bridged by tongshi-from the myriad upland villages and hamlets of Aborigine Taiwan. Tongshi, often in conjunction with banpu and sheding, aided or displaced tsū yaku in government dealings with uplanders as a rule. Ō tsu's radical plan to fuse the roles of tsū yaku, tongshi, and sheding into the person of a single Japanese police officer represented yet another attempt to make the savage border's cultural brokers, creatures of the Qing triple-tier ethnic settlement system, obsolete. Ō tsu's call to streamline Japanese-Aborigine relations proved to be a very tall order indeed.
In the final analysis, the rapidity of state-led, forced political integration in upland Taiwan under the Sakuma plan impeded language acquisition by Japanese officials just as the new positive policy increased demands on their linguistic capacities. We should recall that "translation" and "interpretation" require different levels of competence on the part of cultural brokers, depending on their structural position in a world system and the balance of power obtaining on each side of a border or frontier. In contact peripheries, transactions can be brokered in the absence of interpreters. Many such examples are documented in P. J. Hamilton Grierson's 1903 Silent Trade: A Contribution to the Early History of Human Intercourse. In the "silent trade," nonverbal symbols, markers, barriers, and gestures are employed to facilitate exchange and preserve distance between groups who are economically interdependent but politically at war (41-54). In other contact-periphery settings, which lie on the edge of marginal peripheries, Kawashima Yasuhide (1989) and Jonathan Spence (1996) have shown that minimal levels of linguistic competence can serve quite well for transactions of brief duration and limited range. Business conducted in treaty ports and at trading posts are good examples of this phenomenon.
Examples of true biculturalism are the province of the marginal periphery. European interpreters among Amerindians, in certain periods and places, displayed fluency in the highly figurative, stylized, and nuanced speech acts that were expected at tribal councils in the northeast. These interpreters spent long years of residence among Native Americans. By the same token, Native Americans became skilled at European languages and played their part in the complex political economy in the interstices of competing empires. A significant number of these interpreters had married across ethnic lines or were the progeny of bicultural marriages (Perdue 2003; Peterson 1978; Richter 1988; Hagedorn 1988; White 1991) . Johannes Fabian's insights into the dynamics of language acquisition in colonial frontiers explain why marginal peripheries, like the one partially frozen by the Qing triple-tiered ethnic settlement policy, are conducive to the emergence of biculturalism. Fabian writes: "Practical language learning needs time. . . . Above all, practical language learning demands humility, a willingness to risk shame and ridicule for mistakes and lapses in competence. It hardly needs pointing out that all this fits neither the typical scientist conducting research nor the typical explorer commanding a caravan, both of whom, in different but related ways, need to be in control of situations at all times" (2000, 130) .
According to Fabian's logic, the degree of intimacy and the length of time required for immersion-style language acquisition-the only effective method for languages unknown in the colonial metropole-were beyond the reach of colonial agents on a rapidly moving frontier. For one, most officials were promoted, reassigned, or decommissioned before they could master a local tongue. But even when colonial officials stayed put, their metaphysical and practical relationship to native speakers involved the distancing mechanisms of hierarchy, abstraction, and armed conflict.
Under such conditions, fluency is nearly impossible to obtain, especially at an institution-wide level.
In marginal peripheries, however, especially those where intermarriage is common, many of the mitigating forces described by Fabian are muted. As Richard White so eloquently argues in The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes Region, 1650 -1815 (1991 , symbiosis and mutual interdependence, even where power relations are asymmetrical, produce flexible attitudes and a willingness to be taught. Add to this the familiarity and suspension of the colonizers' "stiff upper lip" that attends cohabitation and family life, and the possibilities for language acquisition through immersion are increased. These marginal peripheral or "middle ground" conditions describe the circumstances surrounding the marriages of Kondō, Jiku, Watanabe, and Hiyama into Atayal polities in the late 1890s. In sharp contrast, the government-general's Aborigine-language institutes for guard-line soldiers were mired in surroundings resembling those that Fabian rightly considers inimical to empathy and language acquisition. Stationed on the front lines of an offensive war against the native speakers of the target language, Japanese soldiers were reduced to studying vocabulary lists on their own, for lack of conversation partners. Consequently, these institutes failed miserably, prompting Ō tsu's formulation of the political-marriage policy.
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In August 1908, Ō tsu circumvented his linguistically incompetent guard-line officers by commissioning Kondō Katsusaburō to secure Wushe allies for a military operation against the "hostile" Toda and Truku tribes in his path. Kondō balked at the mission but reconsidered when Ō tsu offered him a land grant of thirty hectares outside Puli in return. In October Kondō found ready allies in Hogo (headman Aui Nukan) and Mahebo (headman Mona Ludao), two Wushe tribes (Taiwan nichinichi shinpō, February 2, 1931) that considered Truku and Toda enemies. According to Kondō, Mona and Aui demanded that he and his younger brother Gisaburō take wives in Wushe to seal the bargain. Kondō paid the price of one pig to Palan's chief to ratify his "divorce" from Iwan to pave the way for his second marriage (Taiwan nichinichi shinpō, February 3, 1931) .
In January 1909, the brothers Kondō were married to Obin Nukan and Diwas Ludao, in a government-sponsored feast that saw the slaughter of six oxen and the distribution of twenty oil cans of distilled spirits. Soon after the formalization of the alliance, Kondō Katsusaburō led some 654 Wushe warriors in the general attack on Toda and Truku in late February, which was successfully concluded by March 1909 (Taiwan nichinichi shinpō, February 5, 1931 Aui 1985, 180) . The official report states that Wushe had blamed Toda for recent attacks on the guard line. Japanese officials were skeptical but thought it expedient to use Wushe's manpower to gain a strategic foothold in difficult terrain, so a government force of 580 fighting men with about 660 coolies (probably Kondō's 654 Wushe warriors) prepared to attack Toda (Inō 1918 (Inō /1995 . These early 1909 maneuvers secured commanding heights for Japanese cannon and mortars as well as strategic passes for communication, which allowed the government-general to effectively cut the northern Atayal country in two (Aui 1985, 179-80) .
As an oldest son and a future koshu (household head), Kondō expected to secure his Japanese family's future by obtaining a large, government-registered farm near 12 An official outline of government-general attempts to teach Aborigine languages in formal settings is found in the compiled records of the Police Bureau and the records of Aborigine Administration (see Inō 1918 Inō /1995 Taiwan sōtokufu keimukyoku 1986, 5:923-24) .
Puli for the care of his aged father, per Ō tsu Rinpei's promise in August of 1908. Indeed, Kondō's father, who had immigrated to Taiwan by this time, passed away in March 1909, leaving Kondō legally responsible for the care of his mother, younger brothers, younger sisters, and a number of nieces. Kondō spent the years 1909 though 1916 pressing claims for the promised acreage while continuing to accept government commissions as a guide and an interpreter. As the years wore on, Ō tsu returned to Japan; other officials familiar with Kondō's case left Nantou Prefecture; and finally Wushe district police inspector Kondō Shōsaburō (no relation) deeded the land to his own relative, preempting Katsusaburō's claim. This perceived slight angered Katsusaburō's younger brother Gisaburō to the boiling point. Gisaburō immediately tendered his resignation in Taipei but was instead transferred out of Wushe to a new post in Hualian District (Taiwan sōtokufu 1920; Taiwan nichinichi shinpō, February 15, 1931) .
Sixteen-year-old Kondō Gisaburō had come to Taiwan in 1901. Gisaburō worked his way up through the ranks to become a sergeant in the Aborigine-territory police by 1916, thanks to his facility with the Sedeq dialects spoken near Wushe. Igarashi Ishimatsu, a Japanese official of long experience in Wushe, recalled Gisaburō as a companionable husband to Diwas Ludao and figure of local respect. Igarashi claimed that Diwas's devotion to Gisaburō allowed the Japanese to squelch an uprising by Xakut and Salamao in 1913. Overhearing the plan from her brother Mona Ludao, Diwas alerted Gisaburō, who in turn sounded the alarm and averted disaster for the Japanese (1931, . Such timely intelligence is all that Ō tsu Rinpei could have hoped for when he called for "political marriages" back in 1907.
From Mona Ludao's perspective, though, the alliance with Japan created a number of intractable problems. By the Mahebo headman's logic, the surrender of weapons and the marriage alliance with Kondō Gisaburō should have spelled preferential treatment for the allied Wushe villages. According to Kondō Katsusaburō, however, the government-general was stingy with their rations of ammunition and gun loans to Wushe headmen, their putative allies, while they were relatively generous to Wushe's rivals. Because Mona had engineered the alliance, he was held responsible for the shortage of ammunition and guns. According to Kondō Katsusaburō, Mona became an object of scorn and abuse among his own men. Adding to Mona's problems, Kondō Gisaburō disappeared from sight sometime in 1916, leaving Diwas Ludao bereft. Diwas eventually was remarried to a local man but was never compensated in the form of death benefits, nor was she given a sinecure, as was commonly done with high-born Aborigine wives of Japanese men in Sedeq country (Yamabe 1971, 694) . Kondō Katsusaburō recalled that Diwas had not been entered into Gisaburō's household register, making it impossible to file a claim on her behalf (Taiwan nichinichi shinpō, February 10, 1931) . Kondō Katsusaburō himself complained that his Wushe men had donated twenty thousand man hours of labor to building the guard line in early 1909, while their fields lay unattended (Hashimoto 1930 (Hashimoto /1999 Yamabe 1971, 611) . He argued that long-term resentment at the government's ingratitude, which could have been allayed with a few kegs of sake and an official "thank you" or a few more guns and bullets for Mona Ludao and his allies, ultimately led many locals to sympathize with and participate in the Wushe rebellion of 1930 (Taiwan nichinichi shinpō, February 7, 1931) .
From 1909 to 1914, Sakuma Samata's "Five-Year Plan to Subdue the Northern Tribes" (goka nen keikaku riban jigyō) brought most of Atayal country under direct colonial rule. The Banmu honsho (Bureau of Aboriginal affairs), the temporary organ established to administer Sakuma's five-year plan, was disbanded in July 1915 and victory was declared in the north (Barclay 2003b). Thereafter, the northern Aborigine country was governed by Japanese police officers who possessed the power of life and death over their colonial subjects. Police boxes were erected among the villages in upland Taiwan as the state's most prominent institution. The Aborigine police were charged with peace keeping, judicial, educational, and medical functions, becoming the eyes, ears, hands, and feet of the Taiwan government-general in the lands under "special administration."
The dissolution of the Banmu honsho in 1915 is of paramount significance for our story. Kondō Katsusaburō's inability to secure his land contract or a public "thank you" for Wushe in addition to the government-general's discontinuation of support for Mona Ludao stemmed from a single cause: after 1915 the bicultural brokers, intermediaries, banpu, and tongshi of the savage border were expendable. The space of indeterminate sovereignty between the plains and the highlands, instantiated and given durability in the Qianlong period under the "triple-tier ethnic-group settlement" system, had been reduced to an administrative boundary between Han Taiwanese and banjin. Henceforth, Japanese "Aborigine hands" would reside among the tribes and villages that they governed, take direct orders from their superiors, and rule over their in-laws through the blunt threat of punishment through force or economic embargo.
Two particularly well-known Japanese-Aborigine marriages, both initiated to advance the guard line in Atayal country, survived the dissolution of the Banmu honsho in 1915. One ended in 1925 with the sacking of Shimoyama Jihei after a drunken altercation with his superior officer; the other ended in 1930 with the murder of Sazuka Aisuke during the Wushe uprising. As ex-guard-line men turned "mountain policemen," Shimoyama and Sazuka functioned something like salaried tongshi, with all the contradictions that this oxymoron entailed. To wit, their careers illustrate why conditions in a dependent periphery were less than propitious for would-be cultural brokers.
Shizuoka native Shimoyama Jihei arrived in Taiwan in 1907 as a young army veteran. During Sakuma's five-year campaign, the Malepa dispatch station was overrun and its staff wiped out. To reestablish control, the Nantou district head of Aborigine Affairs sent Shimoyama to run things, after ordering him to marry Pixo Doleh, the daughter of Malepa's headman. According to Pixo's niece, Malepa assented to the marriage out of economic desperation in order to obtain needed patronage and rifles (Hayashi 2002, 42-45, 103 ). According to their son Hajime, Pixo became proficient at Japanese conversation. Shimoyama, on the other hand, could not speak Atayal. Pixo bore him two sons and two daughters. Shimoyama's other betrothed, Shizuoka native Katsumata Nakako, arrived in Wushe after he and Pixo had started their Malepa family. Katsumata also began to bear Shimoyama's children. For a time, Shimoyama shuttled between Wushe and Malepa. No longer able to afford two households, he finally moved his Japanese family to Malepa. Pixo, the daughter and sister of local headmen in a fiercely monogamous society, was humiliated to be treated publicly as a mekake (Yanagimoto 1996, 39; Hayashi 2002, 56-57) . Shimoyama Jihei's bigamy, an open display of contempt for Atayal "customs of the country," came to the attention of Neng'gao district commander (gunshu) Akinaga Nagakichi in 1925. Akinaga broached the delicate issue in front of assembled Malepa men. Shimoyama explained that Pixo Doleh's relatives had consented to this arrangement. Besides, an angered Shimoyama replied, he had been assured that he could break off the political marriage to Pixo after three years' time, even if there were children. Akinaga took umbrage at being contradicted publicly by a subaltern and threw Shimoyama down on a table. Shimoyama was dismissed for insubordination the next day, demonstrating clearly that the government-general believed it could handle affairs in Malepa without his intercession with the locals. Although his abrupt departure left Pixo bitter, Shimoyama secured a job for her at a Wushe infirmary at a salary of forty yen per month before he left. Shimoyama's son Hajime recalled that his mother was never entered into Shimoyama's koseki as a "wife" but merely as a "coresident banjin" (Hayashi 2002; Yanagimoto 1996) .
At the tail end of Sakuma's five-year campaign, in 1914, Sazuka Aisuke married Yawai Taimu, daughter of a Masitobaon headman. Sazuka was born the same year as Shimoyama, in 1886, in Nagano Prefecture. Soon after mustering out of the army's Hokkaidō 7th Division in 1908, Sazuka married his aunt's daughter. Sazuka, however, could not abide impoverished country life in Japan's "snow country." One January morning in 1909, Sazuka fled to Taiwan via Tokyo with money stolen from his father (Mikami 1984, 110-11 ). Sazuka's wife is remembered as one who spoke unusually graceful Japanese and worked harder than other Atayal women to assimilate (Hayashi 2002, 84) . When Sazuka returned to Nagano in 1915 on a twoday leave from government duty in Tokyo, he divorced his Japanese wife and turned over the family headship to his younger brother. So unlike the Kondōs or Shimoyama, Sazuka cut his ties to Japan for a future in Taiwan. In many ways, then, the Sazuka-Yawai political marriage should have been a model for the Ō tsu Rinpei plan of 1907. Instead, it confirmed Ō tsu's worst fears: although the efforts of Sazuka and Yawai facilitated surveillance and cooperation in Masitoboan, they hurt Japan's cause in Sedeq country.
The poverty and ambition that made Sazuka a willing Aborigine hand had its dark side. He was a notorious embezzler who regularly skimmed Aborigine wages for public-works projects (Hayashi 2002; Aui 1985, 115) . Nonetheless, he was considered preferable to a man such as Shimoyama, whom he replaced in Malepa after the 1925 incident. Sazuka was finally promoted to chief of the Wushe branch station on March 31, 1930 (Mikami 1984 . Whether he was "kicked upstairs" to preempt the emergence of another local power base or genuinely promoted for recognition of his efficacy, the reassignment to Wushe turned out to be a death sentence for Sazuka. Because of their roots in Masitoboan, Yawai and Sazuka were viewed as enemies by local Wushe men, who included Mahebo headman, Mona Ludao. Heavily reliant on his wife's networks for local knowledge, which provided little useful intelligence in the new setting, Sazuka downplayed information that he received about Sedeq men stockpiling supplies for a prolonged war against the Japanese. When Mona's coalition of disaffected headmen and warriors struck on October 27, the Japanese were completely blindsided and Sazuka was among the first to perish. Yawai survived by jettisoning her kimono and fleeing to Puli dressed as an Aborigine woman. In recognition of her service, Yawai, like Pixo Doleh, received financial support from the government-general after Sazuka's death (Mikami 1984; Hayashi 2002) .
Conclusions
The annals of colonial conquest in Taiwan from 1895 through 1930 illustrate Ann Stoler's (2002) contention that divisions between colonizer and colonized are drawn and redrawn during the process of colony building, creating communities of interest and lines of separation which may little resemble the identities that existed status quo ante. In Taiwan, Qing-period headman Pan Wenjie and interpreter Pu Jing, both of Aborigine ancestry and lacking knowledge of the Japanese language, were hired by the government-general as salaried officials for contributing to the colonial enterprise with great zeal. On the other hand, the government-general kept nativeborn Japanese adventurers such as Kondō Katsusaburō at arm's length. Atayal women Iwan Robau and Pixo Doleh were recognized by the state with sinecures of steady employment after their Japanese husbands abandoned them, but neither was entered into a Japanese family register as a full-fledged wife. Assertions of iron-clad racial exclusionary practices among Japanese colonists notwithstanding, Watanabe Eijirō entered the names of his Atayal wife and her parents into his household registry for all to see. At the other extreme, Diwas Ludao was not only excluded from Kondō Gisaburō's registry; the government-general itself refused to contribute to her livelihood after his disappearance.
In Western examples drawn from French colonial Indochina, Dutch-governed Indonesia, German colonial Africa, and United States-governed North America, scholars of colonial ideology have shown that nineteenth-century Euro-American notions of racial purity and superiority existed in a dialectical relationship with nefarious legal distinctions and physical barriers that separated whites from Others in colonial situations. In colonized Taiwan, ethnic boundary drawing was central to Qing policy in the eighteenth century. The Japanese, as intrepid students and practitioners of modern colonialism, etched their own lines on Taiwan by writing the administrative boundary line between "Taiwanese" and "Aborigine" over the old triple-tiered ethnic settlement system of Qing times. Fears of racial contamination or colonial hybrids, however, never dominated colonial discourse on the Japanese-Taiwan Aborigine marriages that facilitated this project. The modern "bourgeois family" as it was constructed in Meiji Japan, much to the horror of Japanese reformers, was based neither on monogamy nor on the concept of pure bloodlines. Rather, the maintenance of the stem family, the ie that was enshrined in the 1898 Civil Code, was Japan's modern alternative to the monogamous, nuclear family of the West. Within the ie structure, adoption and concubinage were not only permissible but were laudable when they contributed to the survival of the ie.
"Tensions of empire" were certainly felt along the axis of interethnic marriage in colonized Taiwan under Japanese rule. Japanese Aborigine hands, heirs to the role of tongshi, often became dutiful mukoyōshi in their adopted new families in upland Taiwan. The role of mukoyōshi in this context, however, meant showing partiality to one's own relatives at the expense of other imperial subjects-rival neighboring tribes-a contradiction that the Japanese were never able to resolve. Again, when Japanese men treated their Aborigine mates as mekake (mistresses) instead of tsuma or shō (wives), they angered their superiors and offended their in-laws, with often dire consequences for themselves, their families, and the state. To be sure, Japanese of the Meiji and Taishō periods harbored notions of ethnic and even racial superiority vis-à-vis other Asians and Taiwan Aborigines. At the level of practice, however, in situations in which intermarriage could further personal and political agendas for both Atayal and Japanese parties involved, the preservation of racial purity did not emerge as a central feature of discourse or contention.
